TEIL 5 : Europäische Anmeldungen und Patente mit Bennenung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland

c) Erteilte europäische Patente

(Part 5 : European applications and patents having Germany as a designated contracting state
c) Granted European patents)

legal basis
No special provision.

data in PRS for
All entries in the Patentblatt since number 1/78 (5.1.78)
first document affected  EP 0014660; first entry in PRS on 8 July 1981

field meaning
yyymdd
Date of issue of the Patentblatt in which the notice is published.

nnnnn'
Corresponding German publication number.

code meaning
The German Patent Office allocates a DE patent number to all European patents with
effect in Germany (granted European patents which designates Germany (DE) as a
contracting state).

This code is included in INPADOC in order to give reference to the corresponding DE
publication number. The following events in the German phase of the European patent
are published in the German patent bulletin ("Patentblatt") under the DE publication
number.

see related codes